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The Lost Year
It almost sounds like the name of a bad science-fiction movie ... The Lost Year.
And, it sorta feels like one. We’ve been living through a seemingly unending disaster movie,
for the past 6 months.
While we sailors might have hoped for The Endless Summer, what we got is a cross between
the Twilight Zone, Outbreak and Groundhog Day. And now, our skies are painted dirty white,
soiled with wildfire smoke. What next, Hitchcock’s "The Birds?"
No, Alfred Hitchcock never conceived anything as terrifying as 2020. No one would have
believed this toilet-paper-hoarded, face-masked, quarantined, riot-stained, dirty-aired, tripledigited year.
Before anyone concludes that I am discounting the seriousness of Covid-19 or the many
disasters we've endured this year, I can assure you that the FLYC board and I, have taken the
pandemic very seriously. Enough so, that most of our events got cancelled - Cam Cup, Trans
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Folsom, the entire Spring Series, Summer #1, Lady and the Tramp, KEMR, Bigs and Littles,
Governor's Cup ... even the Cup Boat Regatta, and that's not even supposed to be a serious
event.
Well, at least it wasn’t a total loss.
After instituting a Covid policy, and State Parks reopened the lake to boating, we did manage
to salvage a few events.
There was a great turnout for the last three race days of the Summer Sunset Series (if you
have never sailed summer nights on Folsom Lake, you're missing one of life's great joys) and
the Centerboard regatta also had perfect conditions. The Singlehanded only had two boats,
but it was "hotly" contested with America's Cup-quality match racing starts by two sizzling
sailors.
Speaking of hot, seven Banshee sailors braved 107-degree temps to compete for the Steele
Cup.
There was even a good turnout on Wednesday nights, but officially these informal Beer Cans
ended on the last Wednesday in August. I, for one, plan to continue coming out on the Banshee
as long as there is enough water. That may mean launching at the Hobie ramp. Perhaps I'll see
some of you launching dinghies there.
Unfortunately, the rest of our 2020 races and regattas have been cancelled. Not due to Covid,
but for a predicted lack of water.
Despite all the cancellations, FLYC has four events remaining on its 2020 calendar:
•

Sept 8 - Membership Meeting - be on the lookout for a Zoom invite.

•

Oct 10 - Work Party – well maybe it won’t be a party, more like an online list of tasks
that members can volunteer for and complete on their own schedule without having to
worry about social distancing.

•

Nov 14 - Awards Banquet – we are looking into how to do a simple virtual awards
presentation and officer election. Probably via Zoom – a virtual kegger? Let me know if
you would like to volunteer or nominate someone for a board position.

•

Nov 27 - Black Friday Cruise – normally this is not well attended, but seeing as this is
2020, and we are all starved for some sailing action, who knows, maybe we can fill the
Hobie parking lot with empty trailers.

Typically, we wish for the new year to bring more water and steadier winds. But I’m just
hoping this B-rated, sci-fi flick is rolling its final credits.
Let's hope 2021 gets better reviews. And, always remember - paraphrasing the late, great
Keith Steele - "Have fun, be safe, win the race."
Kerry Johnson
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I Flag Rule – Rule 30.1 (The Racing Rules of Sailing for 2017-

2020)

"If flag I has been displayed, and any part of a boat's hull, crew or equipment is on the course side of
the starting line or one of its extensions during the last minute before her starting signal, she shall sail
across an extension to the pre-start side before starting."
This rule is nicknamed, "The Around the Ends
Rule," as any violation of this rule in the last
minute of a start means the offending boat must
sail around the end of the starting line and
restart.
The I Flag Rule is rarely used by the FLYC Race
Committee, though would likely be imposed
should a large class have successive "General
Recalls" or should it be a complex regatta with
numerous classes, in order to avoid recalls and
keep the regatta moving along.
The reason it is not imposed more frequently is
that it stifles aggressive starts, which provide
for fun races and spirited competition.

Hoist the Blue Peter
In sailboat racing, the P flag is hoisted during the preparatory period, one minute following hoisting of
the class flag to one minute prior to the start of the race.
This reflects nautical traditions of hoisting a blue flag prior to departure. This practice became
formalized by the Royal Navy in 1777, and by the end of the 18th century the blue departure flag was
commonly called the "Blue Peter."
Prior to a ship's weighing anchor, the captain would command, "Hoist the blue peter," and the P flag
would be flown from a yardarm, alerting all in the area (other water traffic, crew and passengers not
yet on board) that the ship was "preparing" to get underway.
Today, a blue flag with a white square or rectangle inside
it represents the letter "P." Use of a blue flag to spell the
letter "P" did not occur until 1857, so the Blue Peter
nickname preceded the flag's use as a representation of
the letter P, by 70 years.
How the flag first got called the blue peter remains
unclear, though "repeaters" are flags used to repeat the
previous flag on a hoist. That leads some to conclude the
name might have been a corruption of "blue repeater."
Contradicting this idea is that no signal flag known has
ever been called a blue repeater.
Whatever its derivation, after 243 years the Blue Peter,
P flag, prep flag or Papa flag (its U.S. Navy phonetic
name) still alerts sailors that sailing is about to start.
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Treasurer's Report
Disregard the headline font. FLYC is not under water. We're fine and not much has happened since I last
reported. As evidence, I have written just three checks since April 1: one for Camellia Cup trophy flags
(ordered before the event was cancelled), $20 to the CA Sec. of State for corporation documentation, and
$288 for PO Box 156. With few events, there is little money coming in but also few expenses, so with a little
luck we will come close to breaking even, this year.
Sad news. The May 3 Sacramento Bee reported that Mike McGrath passed at 71. Mike was a Coastie and
retired Sac County Deputy who owned the first Olson 25 on the lake. He single-handed it in the Bay, at Tahoe
and at Whiskeytown. He and Debbie married and started an interior decoration business. I remember him
talking about replacing the carpets in one of Tahoe's casinos, using "Stick-to-Anything" paint. Mike was fun to
be around, always busy, with a big, happy heart and a voice to match. He served as Commodore for at least a
couple years and, before starting his business, practically ran the Club by himself, doing much, if not most, of
the work to keep busy. If I'm not mistaken, Dean and Daria Eppley bought and sailed his boat for several
years. Lotsa fond memories of Mike and his boat.
One of my tasks is to be a FLYC contact for US Sailing. I urge you to take a look at US Sailing's "Starboard
Portal," which hosts videos on race management, racing techniques and all kinds of sailing topics. I especially
enjoyed reading the "Vela" story one, hot, summer afternoon. It recounts the voyage of a few guys who sailed
a catamaran south from Hawaii to Palmyra and back.
US Sailing is taking another look at the Portsmouth Rating System. I haven't looked into the details, but in the
future that may become a more important part of our racing program.
We didn't miss much by not visiting our PO Box that often. In May, after almost a month, there were only two
pieces of mail: a bank statement and a YC business software advert. Very, very unusual and an anecdotal
comment on the economy. Again in June, three pieces of mail: our bank statement, a copy of Latitudes and
Attitudes and the PO Box invoice for 2020. In July, another bank statement, two advertisements and a receipt
for the PO Box. Are you now as bored as I was this summer?
Scott Frederickson

WEBMASTER WANTED
Mark Erdrich became FLYC's webmaster in 2007. He soon transformed
FLYC.org into a content-rich place to find just about anything a sailor might
want to know about the club, but now he'd like to pass the job to someone who
can bring new energy, ideas, a total redesign and a fresh approach to the site.
Much has changed in web design and content since Mark reformatted the
site ... social media links, ADA compliance requirements, and bold graphics
among them.
If you appreciate stylish websites and like to create them, the club needs your
help. Our webmaster need not be an expert. There are many savvy
webmasters in the club to lean on for guidance, but they now carry other
responsibilities. So, if you're "ready, willing and able" to help, please email
Mark at fusion927@gmail.com or Kerry at skerry95@yahoo.com.
Folsom Lake Yacht Club
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DUFFY’S ADVENTURES

# 6 – DUFFY GETS LUCKY - 2/99
Año Nuevo seemed a perfect refuge after Duffy Langford’s harrowing passage through
Maverick’s towering surf. It was dusk when he approached the broad beach north of
Santa Cruz on his epic sail to New Zealand in a Banshee to see the America’s Cup.
Orange light lit the beach which appeared to be littered with massive rocks… not
exactly the sandy pullout the chart depicted. To his surprise, Duffy was confronted
by an angry Elephant Seal once he pulled his Banshee ashore. He’d landed at the
State Elephant Seal Reserve at the start of mating season.
The blubberous bodies of elephant seals lay ponderously across the sand protected by
this bilious bellowing bull. The big brute rolled its fat body forward like some
gigantic dog-faced caterpillar, trumpeting his disfavor over Duffy’s challenge to
his domain as lord of the harem.
“Not again”, Duffy thought as he scrambled backward, anxiously pushing his Banshee
back into the sea. The “unfortunate incident” at Pier 39 still fresh in his mind,
Duffy wanted desperately to avoid a confrontation with the bull.
Duffy and the seal crashed into the surf at the same time and it was hard to tell who
was yelling loudest, Duffy, the Seal, or the State Park Ranger running down the
beach toward Duffy.
“You there! Stop!” the ranger shouted, but Duffy had no intention of
stopping. Pushing his Banshee, overloaded with supplies and gifts for the Maoris,
(whom Duffy expects may greet him on his arrival in New Zealand and whom he does not
wish to anger considering their reputation as fierce warriors), Duffy kicked up
into his boat, just as the Elephant seal swung its bulbous snout into the transom and
shoved the boat out to sea. The little boat heeled to the breeze and took off toward
Santa Cruz.
The bright amusement lights of the Beach Boardwalk sparked their welcome across
Monterey Bay, as Duffy pulled alongside the fishing wharf. Clambering up a rustic
ladder nailed to the piling, Duffy tumbled over the railing onto the wharf, emerging
from the sea as if he were Neptune draped with seaweed.
The Santa Cruz maid who met him on the wharf was a local flower child named
“Sunshine” who operated the espresso cart and who had eaten one too many
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mushrooms. It was love at first sight and it evolved for Duffy and Sunshine into a
weekend of “too many cups of coffee and lingering sunsets.”
Duffy left Santa Cruz for Monterey the following Monday, a bit luckier and overly
caffeinated.

# 7 – FOUR! - 3/99
The gallery parted like the Red Sea as Tiger Wood and Clint Eastwood, Woods' amateur
golfing partner, approached Pebble Beach's famed 18th tee. The two-some were leading
the AT&T Pebble Beach Pro-Am by one stroke, needing only par to win the Clam Bake.
Since leaving Santa Cruz, a driving rain had obscured his vision and he'd relied
upon the sounds of crashing surf, the artificial wail of electronic fog horns and
the chirping of sea otters to keep him off the rocks that lined the Monterey
Peninsula, but it was finally the curious murmurs of the gallery that drew Duffy
Langford closer to shore.
Clint had driven safely to the center of the fairway, releasing a collective sigh of
relief from the masses. Tiger was up last and had the gallery, his strength and a
strong wind with him, so he elected to drive his Titleist straight across the ocean
with only the slightest of loft toward a lie closer to the pin... risky for most
golfers, but not for Tiger with his power driver in hand, a favorable lead and a
worldwide television audience to see him tip his Nike cap if he made it. The crowd
murmured encouragements to their hero, then hushed to hear the sweet swish and
crushing crack of his swing.
As the ball left the head of Tiger's Callaway, a tiny sailboat emerged from the fog and
moved directly into its path. The boat's formidably sized sail (said to have much
greater area than a Laser's) caught the ball like a jai alai cesta might. "Thwhack!
Thhhhup. Ding. Plop." The small white orb smacked into and rolled down the sail,
bouncing off the boom and landing on a sailbag. "Whoa!" Duffy thought to himself, "
Cool. An Albatross egg."
Thousands of jaws dropped collectively as Duffy sailed past across the foam-laced
luminescent sea. For a moment, the gallery stared silently, then erupted in a
collective cacophony of calls that joined together and became one inaudible roar to
Duffy.
He watched in amazement as the masses ashore pointed and shouted at him. One of the
group, dressed in a red shirt and black pants, waved a silver stick frantically
gesturing urgently that Duffy sail his boat closer to shore. "No way I'm letting 'em
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touch my egg," he reasoned, "that would be back luck" and he turned his boat away
toward the shipping lanes off Big Sur and unknowingly onto a collision course with
the Sushi Maru.

# 8 – A GOOD NIGHT'S REST - 4/99
It was somewhere off Big Sur that Duffy Langford, who is sailing his Banshee to New
Zealand to see the America's Cup, noticed that the albatross egg (that had plopped
onto his sail bag as he emerged from the fog near Pebble Beach) had dimples in it.
Closer inspection of the egg revealed the words "Titleist" and "Tiger Wood" engraved
on its glistening shell. Frustrated that he hadn't had the good luck to actually
have an albatross nest on his Banshee, Duffy hurled the "egg" into a fog bank.
At that moment, Captain Torigoe Sa-Ling of Nutsu Corporation’s super containership
Sushi Maru stepped out onto the wing bridge of his lumbering leviathan.
Exhausted from his many hours on watch and the several encounters he'd had with
small boats (a collision involving a tiny sailboat in the Delta and a similar one just
outside the Golden Gate), Captain Sa-Ling was happy to be at sea away from congested
inland waters. He savored quiet moments such as this, alone on the bridge.
The throbbing engines and staccato squelch of the ship's fog horn were the only
interruptions to his solitude until, from out of the fog, the white ball that Duffy
had thrown into the fog arced downward smacking Sa-Ling in the forehead. Puzzled,
Torigoe picked up the ball and inspected it closely.
To his astonishment, imprinted in gold on it was the name "Tiger Wood." Shocked by
his realization that at that moment the golf legend was playing at Pebble Beach,
Captain Sa-Ling fumbled with the precious object, dropping the ball which bounced
once, twice, then over the railing and into the dark sea.
That moment of discover and loss would be the defining point in Torigoe's life.
Again and again, to disbelieving ears, he would recount how Tiger Wood had hit a
ball miles to sea, landing precisely on the bridge of the Sushi Maru.
He would point to the point on his forehead where the ball had hit, but his
disbelieving audience would just shrug and walk away gesturing as if downing a
shot, that he'd had one too many sakes.
Duffy Langford's sail down the California coast was uneventful. He tied up at the
pier in San Simeon near dusk.
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Duffy had always wanted to tour William Randolph Hearst's famous mountain retreat
and he was able to get on the last tour of the day. He was lost in thought reading a
12th-century manuscript that was sealed inside a Plexiglas case in Hearst's reading
room, when he realized he was alone.
The tour guide thought she had her entire group with her as she exited Hearst's
private quarters, closed the door behind her and set the alarm system. Recognizing
he was by himself, Duffy turned to leave, but an urgently blinking red light and
warning sign stopped him short, intimidating him from leaving.
"I don't need another incident like Pier 39 or Año Nuevo," he reasoned. "It's better
that I just stay here for the night and mix into the first tour that passes through
tomorrow morning."
So, Duffy settled in for a good night's rest, choosing a large comfortable bed on
which to sleep. And, there he snored, sprawled across a shot silk taffeta duvet atop
William Randolph Hearst's canopied bed, his mackerel-scented Musto offshore jacket
and salt-flecked ocean trousers bunched up upon one of Hearst's priceless Kilim rugs,
until he was awakened the following morning by the first tour.

The Lido Line
There's a new Lido in Fleet 8.
After Steve Galeria experienced a forced hospitalization this past April, his docs advised him that it'd probably
be best to sail with another person. That meant giving up his Banshee and finding a bigger boat.
Steve found a good home for his Banshee, then began searching for a stable, fun, competitive Lido that he and
Pat could sail and that could also accommodate their grandchildren. He found a good one being sold by John
Papadopoulos, class secretary, who was selling his boat in order to buy Steve Klotz' class-championshipwinning Lido. Klotz lives in Galt, so the transfers of ownership all worked to everyone's advantage.
Papadopolous would trailer his boat north from Orange County to Steve in Lincoln, then return to So. Cal., after
picking up Klotz' boat.
That increases the number of race-ready Lidos at Folsom Lake to three: John Poimiroo's, Alexa Cram's and
now, Steve's, with the future for the class looking up. Steve used to crew with John Poimiroo on Glory, so
Poimiroo is now looking for someone who'd like to crew with him. All three boats are competitive and
intelligently sailed (with the possible exception of Poimiroo's boat).
In Lido 14 Class Association news, the class is surveying members whether they prefer spring, summer or fall
dates for class championships to be held in Newport Harbor. One idea being floated is to allow skippers to
choose which fleet they prefer to sail in ... silver or gold. Wouldn't it be great to see three Folsom Lake boats
competing on beautiful Balboa Bay?
John Poimiroo
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A New Boat in Town
... or maybe the right boat at exactly the right time.
In a haze of infinite working-from-home boredom and a deep longing to be back on a racecourse, many hours were
wasted this year watching Internet videos, searching for tips and sailing techniques and dreaming of what might be the
next boat. It was in this mode that a new boat to our home fleet would be added.
I, like many of you reading this, have built a great little fleet of boats that are berthed at home. Our fleet may even be
excessive, but you really need to cover all the bases when you live in the middle of California. Our fleet includes a
Santana 20, RS Vareo, Islander Bahama 30, two Dewitt Dinghies, three kayaks, zodiac and a sabot hull, each
meticulously maintained and in excellent working order. Despite this, each week I find myself cruising Craigslist for the
next chunk of fiberglass ... something faster, some new element of sailing not previously explored, some great bargain. I
search Craigslist because the thought of buying something brand new always seems out of reach. Sure, we've all
salivated over the announcements, some new shiny boat is sure to save sailing in the USA and, oh, by the way it only
costs $25,000. Nope. Back to Craigslist.
So, there I sat in May, working from home. While clicking away for work, to get some taste of sailing with limited access
to water and no racing to be seen, I happened to see a Facebook post from Melges. Big announcement ... coming soon!
To to my surprise, instead of a new 37-foot $150,000 sled or hot version of the 24, there sat a concept for a two-person,
15-foot dinghy. A dinghy sharing many of the characteristics of my beloved RS Vareo, but big enough to race with my
wife, Stacy.
It was all there: fiberglass hull with a dreadnought bow, hard chines leading to a flat planing bottom, fractional rig - flying
an asym kite, single line for launching and retrieving the kite, g-nav for more space in the cockpit, high boom, deep
cockpit for those burning knees, aluminum boards and a springy, tapered mast.
It was love at first sight.
After thoughts of buying one in ten years - once someone with more money
used it and tossed it to Craigslist at a bargain rate - I clicked on, watched the
videos, read the material and finally clicked "Request a Quote."
Wait. That can't be right ... $11,750 ... and it comes - now hear this - ready to
sail with sails, lines, boards. Throw in a trailer and this can be ours I reasoned. I
had to know more.
After some initial effort to get someone on the other end of a quote request, I
ended up on a call with the very same sailor seen in all the Melges 15 videos ...
Eddie Cox. He tells me of the prototyping process, the decisions made along the
way, the capacities, the materials and most importantly, how they sail. Just keep
checking those boxes, Eddie. Armed now with my own set of marketing
materials it was time for the most important conversation ... one with Stacy.
The conversation was short and right to the point. This is the right boat for us, at
the right time, for the right price. Stacy is an excellent keelboat racer, teaches
new foredecks on the Santana 20, and on the Islander and has grown in her
confidence on the helm and as a skipper. She's dipped her toes in dinghies, but
most were overpowered, difficult to right, too intimidating.
The desire was there but not the right boat, until the Melges came along. A
dinghy we could sail together, learn in and grow a new fleet from the ground up.
Something lightweight we can take on the road to all the wonderful lake series
races from Fresno to Eugene. This is a boat we can race, a boat to teach others
in, a boat for our daughter to grow into. The answer was a confident yes, let's
make this happen.
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So, in the midst of a pandemic with so much uncertainty swirling around, a brand-new boat was ordered. Ordering was
simple, pick a spinnaker color, give a credit card number for the deposit and congratulations, you are #17 on our build
schedule with possible delivery in late July. Now we wait.
In the time that passed, I became a Melges stalker, craving any word on
the build process, watching every video. Asking myself, "Where is
Zenda Wisconsin?" After driving by the Melges plant a dozen times on
Google Streetview, the message came. "On track for delivery July 29."
We watched the updates as our boat was loaded on the top of a trailer
with three other M15s, all heading west. Text messages along the way,
updates on timing, introductions to the other M15 buyers. We would all
meet Eddie and take delivery in Tahoe Keys marina. As the boats were
unpacked it was all a bit surreal. Taking shrink wrap off all brand-new
sailboat parts. Building the mast sections, finishing the trailer, sorting
out which boat gets which sails. We carefully packed our new gear and
worked our way down the hill from Tahoe avoiding every pothole, going
the speed limit, even stopping to check the straps.
Safely back in Folsom, our neighbors watched the show as we rigged
for the first time. No instruction book or rigging video. When you buy in
the first 20 boats, in a way, you write the rigging instructions for
everyone else that follows. Everything was familiar but different, sail
controls like the Vareo, rigging and stepping the mast like the Santana
20. The years of experience paid dividends as we figured out all the
little details. Rigging the boat took 4 hours the first time and less than
30 by the 3rd attempt.
Then came the first sail. In fine Folsom drifter fashion, our first race saw
a max of eight knots. The buzz at the ramp was exciting, who doesn't
want to check out a shiny new toy? On the water in light conditions the
M15 did exactly what we expected, sailed beautifully upwind and
downwind but struggled to run deep angles and was far more fun to
reach with. The tradeoff of an asym on a flat bottom boat is that no
planing means no apparent wind to shift the angle forward. Later that
night, we got just a taste of what was to come as a small gust sent us
planing on the sail back to the marina. Like on a drug, I got hooked.
Our second sail was on a Beer Can Wednesday with a solid Delta
Breeze forecasted. The forecast and the M15 did not disappoint. Short
steep chop and 13 kts of breeze sent the M15 into FUN mode. Upwind,
punching thru waves, water shooting up, over and everywhere, crew
testing the hiking straps and our out-of-shape abs. While physical, it
never felt like it needed to be. Had we not been racing, we could have
simply sat the rail, depowered the sails and cruised comfortably. Then
we turned downwind, and it was like falling in love all over again. Stacy
executed the spinnaker launch flawlessly, I eased the main and we shifted our weight back. Our reward for good sail trim
was a boat now skipping over waves with double digit speed and the grace of a dolphin. As we looked back while
rounding the leeward pin the large gap between us and the rest of the fleet was something to see. Nothing but smiles as
we punched our way back to the finish line.
Our Melges 15 has created, for us, a true bright spot amongst the bad news and challenges we all have faced, this year.
In my opinion, the builder has truly hit the sweet spot with a fun, planing, approachable, comfortable and fast twoperson boat that people can afford.
Stacy and I can't wait to see what adventures await us. We look forward to growing the fleet, meeting new people and
seeing just how fast this little 15-footer can go.
Mark Werder
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2020 Centerboard Regatta
Everything that could go wrong did in 2020, except the Centerboard Regatta.
Nine centerboard boats competed on a beautiful July day, not too hot and with a fresh breeze
up the south fork of the American River.
The race began at New York Cove, with boats sailing upwind toward a mark at the first dogleg. From there, the boats reversed course to sail east up river, as far as was practical. The
second race was a reverse of the first, from a boom of buoys stretched across the river short
of Salmon Falls Bridge, west past NY cove to the turning mark and back, finishing in the Cove.
While forgot to bring camera, Gary and Karen Prestons were out and took photos. Regardless,
this year the chase boat was almost always too far away to get decent photos.
For the RC, numerous things went wrong all day long. We got to the boats, and the kayot
seemed dead, but we found a battery switch that had been wired in over in winter had been
overlooked in the haste to get moving. Then, the engine choke became stiff and hard to pull.
I first thought it was out, but it was not. After fussing with fixes, it started right up. Then I
realized I'd left my wallet in the car console, and had to go back to get it. If that wasn't enough,
one of the straps on the Crestline bimini broke before we left the dock. The same strap broke
again, patched with a piece of broken strap. Finally, we were off.
It was a good tow and ride out to the South Fork course, the start went smoothly, and the
wind nearly perfect for dinghies. The Kayot, with Race Chairman Mike Rayfuse and his son
Harrison aboard led the fleet this year so they could set the finish mark, and we followed the
fleet, so no drama for the chase boat.
However, on the Kayot the usual finish line fire drill took place. The 5 mph buoys were much
closer to the lake this year, and rounding the corner about 1/2 mile before the bridge, in the
flooded trees area below the submerged bridge, there was a row of cabled floats almost all the
way across the river.
Surprise!! I have not seen that before. Someone suggested it might be to catch debris--but it’s
the wrong time of year to worry about that, and I wonder about the effectiveness of a single
cable.
After a quick bite for lunch and the downriver leg start, we set off for the return trip.
Somewhere along the way, Steve Aguilar broke part of his vang system and withdrew from
the race, so we decided to shadow and tow him back to the Ravine. After seeing Steve
safely docked, we went back for three more boats in the windless, sloppy conditions on the
main lake, but one of them with a 10’ hand-held tow rope dropped off, so we pulled in two of
them, and then went back for that last boat-- lots of extra driving this year. But that’s OK!
The ‘Doel fin’ Bob Backer and I installed on the motor a year or three ago increased the top
end performance dramatically. That little aluminum skiff is fast!
After the buoy surprise Saturday, I went back and pulled the CDEC water levels for the past
Folsom Lake Yacht Club
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few years, hoping we could better predict water conditions at the bridge(s). Maximum
Reservoir Elevation is 466. I looked at archived Telltale articles to refresh my memory, but
the limits are clear, even with only a few data points.
Year
2020
2019
2018
nice)

Date
7/18
7/20
7/21

Res Ele
430
455
439

2017 7/22
2016 7/16-23
2015 7/18-25
mark?

Finish Line
Sunken Bridge
Salmon Falls Bridge (Te Natura anchored at finish)
Sunken Bridge (boats pulled out on north side mud flats--not

460
Salmon Falls Bridge
430-422 Just past the first big bend (year I lost the mark, I think)
394-389 Race cancelled??? Or maybe this was the year I lost the

Suggestion: Let's consider moving the race earlier in July, perhaps the weekend after the
4th. Since the level drops almost a foot/day this time of year, the extra 10 days or so could
give us a few more feet of water in dryer years.

2020 Centerboard Regatta Results
Place
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Skipper
Reynolds, G.
Nelson, J.
Gaines, C.
Johnson, K.
Williams, D.
Poimiroo, J.
Erdrich, M.
Cram, A.
Aguilar, S.

Boat Type
Nomad
Banshee
Laser
Banshee
F. Dutchman
Lido 14
Banshee
Lido 14
Laser

R1
3
1
4
2
6
5
8
9
7

R2
1
4
2
5
3
6
7
8
10

Total
4
5
6
7
9
11
15
17
17

Scott Frederickson

Banshee Beat -

Fun boats, Fun people, Fun Times

COVID-19 crippled the 2020 Banshee season. Here's the evidence:
• Camellia Cup Regatta - Cancelled
• Whiskeytown Regatta - Cancelled
• Lake Yosemite Regatta - Cancelled
• Gold Country Regatta - Cancelled
• High Sierra Regatta - Cancelled
But the season did not entirely sink out of sight. On July 18, the Folsom Lake Yacht Club safely ran
their Centerboard Regatta with a few adjustments. Everyone wore masks and socially distanced at
the skippers meeting, no lunch was served between races, and there was no dock party after the
Folsom Lake Yacht Club
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racing. Although there was a small turnout (9 boats) the event was well received and the racers were
happy to get out on the water. Just as a reminder, this regatta has two pursuit races. One sails up
the South Fork of the American River and the second back down the South Fork. Banshee
Results: Jeff Nelson - 1st place (2nd overall), Kerry Johnson - 2nd (4th overall), and Mark Erdrich 3rd (7th overall).
NEW MEMBERS - A little more good news ... Banshee Fleet One continues to grow. In June, Doug
McDougall bought Banshee #6631 in Oregon and brought it back to Sacramento. Doug raced a
Laser years ago and hopes to start racing his Banshee in 2021. In July, Mark Woody bought
Banshee #8069 in Lincoln, CA and took it home to Carmichael. Mark learned to sail on a Force 5 and
over the years owned several other larger sailboats. He too hopes to become more active with the
Banshees and start racing in 2021.
STEELE CUP REGATTA - This must have been one of the hottest regattas on record - 107 degrees.
Yet, seven Banshees came out to race for “the” cup. And race they did. Seven races and each
time, thanks to Race Committee Chair Mary Neiderberger, the course was different. With shifting
winds and differing courses, the competition was fierce with lots of lead changes, and the winner up
for grabs right to the last race. Congratulations go to Craig Lee, winner of the 2020 Steele Cup and
the Pacific Coast Championship.
Skipper

R1

R2

R3

R4

R5

R6

R7

Craig Lee
Wayne
Cassingham
Charles
Witcher
Jeff Nelson
Kerry
Johnson
Rob Cram
Eric Watt

1
2

3
4

3
1

2
1

1
3

2
3

1
3

Total
Points
13
17

3

2

2

3

2

1

4

17

4
7

1
7

4
5

5
4

7
5

6
4

2
5

29
37

6
5

5
6

6
7

6
7

6
4

5
7

6
7

40
43

COMING EVENTS - Scheduled, but not totally confirmed is the following event:
•

Lake Washington Yacht Club - Turkey Shoot Regatta, November 7

CHANGE IN STEWARDSHIP - For health reasons, I retired my Banshee, 2-Slick, this summer. I
also asked the Executive Board to pass Class President duties to another sailor. Wayne Cassingham
graciously took on the roll. For many years, Wayne has been very active in Banshee events,
consistent in his support of the Banshee one-design concept, the principles of good sportsmanship,
and the ideals that sharing, caring and helping are the foundation of a healthy sailing community. He
has also worked hard to ensure the Banshee is preserved, nurtured and sustained. Most of all, he
wants to make sure everyone has fun. I’m confident he will do a great job.
Thanks to every Banshee skipper for your support, assistance, goodwill and friendship. Although I
have retired my Banshee I will continue to race, but now in a Lido 14.
Steve Galeria
Folsom Lake Yacht Club
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ALL ABOUT VICE
Jon Kim was unable to continue as Vice Commodore, so your commodore and chief
bottle washer has stepped into his shoes for the remainder of the year. All kidding
aside, the Club really needs someone to fill this important board seat, next year. So, if
you've not been Vice Commodore previously, please consider volunteering for 2021.
You do not really need to race sailboats to be an effective Vice Commodore. The most
vital part of the job is scheduling (regattas, series, social events, race committees).
Much of that is based on when we've held races and events previously. And, there's a
leadership team to plan them.

Summer Sunset Series
This series was a blast! Not only did we have a good turnout, but great weather as
well. Warm evenings and just enough wind, especially the last hour or so of daylight
made for thrilling sailing. I very much enjoyed watching Gary and Phil duke it out at the
starting line. They are both great tacticians and it was like watching a classic America’s
Cup match race start.
Brian Blair and I had some close finishes, on corrected time that is. Three of the six
races we matched up in were decided by 3 seconds or less. I now have a love-hate
relationship with the sound of an MC Scow slapping the water; it’s a cool sound but it
usually means Brian is overtaking me.
Alexa Cram edged out John Poimiroo in the local sunset Lido Cup. And, a Melges 15
even made its California debut on Folsom's sunset-lit waters.
Open Keel

Folsom Lake Yacht Club

Place
1
2

Skipper
Gary Preston
Phil Hodgson

Boat Type
Hunter 270
Wavelength 24

Total
9
10

Place
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Open Centerboard
Skipper
Kerry Johnson
Brian Blair
Mark Werder
Mark Erdrich
Alexa Cram
John Poimiroo
Mark Werder
Victoria Miller

Boat Type
Banshee
MC Scow
RS Vareo
Banshee
Lido 14
Lido 14
Melges 15
RS Vareo

Total
8
12
23
23
45
46
46
54
14
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Centerboard Regatta
Well, Covid forced us to modify the Centerboard NOR a bit, as we could not provide
lunch for the competitors. It was strictly BYO. What we did not foresee was that we
would be stopping early for lunch.
The state had set a string of buoys at Hidden Bridge which is about a mile short of
Salmon Falls Bridge. All in all, it was another fun day with good wind and great
competition. Congratulations to Garth Reynolds on a well-sailed Nomad!
Place
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Skipper
Garth Reynolds
Jeff Nelson
Chris Ganne
Kerry Johnson
Doug Williams
John Poimiroo
Mark Erdrich
Alexa Cram
Steve Agular

Boat Type
Nomad
Banshee
Laser
Banshee
Flying Dutchman
Lido 14
Banshee
Lido 14
Laser

R1
3
1
4
2
6
5
8
9
7

R2
1
4
2
5
3
6
7
8
10

Total
4
5
6
7
9
11
15
17
17

Singlehanded Regatta
AKA "the perfect social-distancing
regatta," the Singlehanded Regatta
was nearly the "single boat regatta,"
this year. As, only two boats came
out to race.
Part of the reason for the light turnout
was light winds. Despite a lack of
breeze, there was no lack of
competition, as veteran racers Gary
Preston and Phil Hodgson
demonstrated their prowess in highly competitive match racing starts that made doing
RC fun. Hodgson won the first two races before Preston beat him, boat for boat.
Place
1
3

Skipper
Phil Hodgson
Gary Preston

Boat Type
Wavelength 24
Hunter 270

Sail #
34
270

PHRF
156
229

R1
1
2

R2
1
2

R3
2
1

Total
4
5

Caption: That’s a pretty close start for single handing.

Folsom Lake Yacht Club
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Caption: Gary celebrated beating Phil, boat for boat, a remarkable feat considering the favorable rating of Phil's boat.

Steele Cup – Banshee Pacific Coast Championship
The competition was hot, like 107 degrees HOT!
With the forecast saying 108, I polled the fleet to see if anyone wanted to cancel or
postpone, but the answer was unanimous – NO!
What a bunch of diehards! After racing all seven courses on the Rancho Seco course
sheet, congratulations go to Champion Craig Lee!
Wayne Cassingham won the tiebreaker with Charles Witcher for 2 place. Again, in
keeping with the FLYC Covid policy, we skipped the normal post-race potluck and had
a very brief award announcement.
nd

Gift cards were emailed to the top three finishers.
Deep appreciation is again expressed to Mary Niederberger for sitting on the dock
(under a blue umbrella) and doing RC singlehanded. Nobody yells a course quite like
Mary!
Place
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Skipper
Craig Lee
Wayne Cassingham
Charles Witcher
Jeff Nelson
Kerry Johnson
Rob Cram
Eric Watt

Race 1
1
2

Race 2
3
4

3

2

4

8

1
8

6

5

5

6

Race 3
3
1
2
4
5
6
7

Race 4
2
1
3
5
4
6

Race 5
1
3
2
7
5
6

Race 6
2
3
1
6
4
5

Race 7
1

7

4

7

7

3

4
2

5
6

Total
13
17
17
29
39
40
43

Kerry Johnson, Acting Vice Commodore and bottle washer
Folsom Lake Yacht Club
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Catalina Chatter
www.catalina22fleet4.org
Kevin Clancy, Fleet 4 Captain
kclan12@gmail.com
New Melones Cruise
September 25 - 27
Monte Whitefield, Cruise Leader
Salty Dog, Com-Pac 19
thewhitefieldfamily@gmail.com

We met at Folsom Lake at the dock on Saturday
morning. It was a beautiful day with light wind that
morning and clear skies. The lake was full of boats,
but only 3 sailboats from Fleet 4. Kevin Clancy, Roy
and Noreen Moore, and Steve and Susan Patchett
were ready to go sailing. Kevin started out onto the
lake, and we did too, but Roy's motor would not start,
so we towed them from the dock out to the
lake. There was light wind on Saturday, but also the
waves from power boats kept us moving. We sailed
all day and went back to the dock pulling Roy's boat
to a slip. We spent the night in a slip, and the next
morning Steve checked Roy's motor, and got it
running. On Sunday there was hardly any wind, so
we decided to call it a day.

This year we will be doing the New Malones cruise
again Friday, September 25th – Sunday the
27th. This is a trip you don’t want to miss. Last year,
we had some great sailing in warm water with a
couple of bald eagles flying over the boat at
anchor! It’s about 1 1/2 hours out of Sacramento,
and the address is 6503 Glory Hole Rd. in Angels
Camp 95222. Once there, you must fill out a form
and leave on your dashboard. This is a beautiful lake
to sail on, so I hope we get a huge turn out! Feel free
to call me if you have any questions, 916-871-7956.

Kevin Clancy on C22 Miss Irene.

Two unidentified sailboats on New Melones Lake.
4th of July Cruise Report
Susan Patchett, Cruise Leader
Librium, Catalina 22
susanpatchett2@gmail.com

Folsom Lake Yacht Club

Noreen and Roy Moore on C25 Barca a Vela.
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Steve Patchett on C22 Librium.
The Dog Days of Summer
Mike Rayfuse, Racing Chair
Sirius, Catalina 22 #3088
mrehfus@surewest.net
Some background on this column's title - its genesis is astronomical and refers to the time of the year when
“Sirius” (a binary star that is the brightest star in our sky) rises just before the sun. Sirius is also in the constellation
Canis Major (canine), thus the reference as the “Dogstar”. SiriusXM uses the iconography of a dog with a star in
its eye. Sirius happens to be the name on my C22 for a different reason; in a former life in the U.S. Navy I was
on a boat (submarine) that used the comm. handle ‘Dogstar’ like ‘Smokey’ and ‘Bandit’. CB stuff. Anyway!
Those hot, dog days of summer are here and the racing scene has wound down on Folsom Lake. Since Fleet 4
races are tied to the FLYC schedule, only four ‘series’ races remained for the Fleet's C22s, within the annual fall
Governor’s Cup comprising them. However, true to his disrupted year, low water levels have caused the
cancellation of this year's Governor's Cup. As such, racing has burned out for Fleet 4 in 2020.

P.O. Box 156, Folsom, CA 95763
Folsom Lake Yacht Club
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